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Aurora Solar – Creating a Solar Resource Assessment for Energy Trust Incentive Applications 

Energy Trust requires that each incentive application include a solar resource assessment using an 

approved site analysis tool. Solar resource assessments evaluate the impact of shading and array tilt 

and orientation on the annual production of the solar electric system. For remote shade analysis 

tools such as Aurora Solar, Energy Trust requires that each individual array on a site have a 

Total Solar Resource Fraction (TSRF) of 80% or greater to be eligible for Program incentives. 

For more information: www.aurorasolar.com 

Introductory webinar: Tuesday, November 15 from 10:00 – 11:00 a.m. - Register for the webinar 

 

1. Prior to using Aurora Solar to create a solar resource assessment, each member of your 

sales or system design team must go through an official training with Aurora Staff.  

 

2. Select the customer’s site and draw the complete roof structure in 2D.  

 

3. Draw any shade obstructions on the roof surface or surrounding trees that will effect system 

performance. 

 

4. Using available LiDAR imaging or Aurora Envision adjust the shape and height of shade 

obstructions in the 3D view to provide a conservative solar resource assessment.  

 

5. Design a solar electric system that meets all program requirements, provides the customer with 

maximum performance and mitigates the effect of any shade that may be present.  

 

6. Generate a Shade Report for the site. Adjust each of the fields as required in the example 

provided here. 

 

7. Enter either the annual TSRF for each individual array or the lowest overall annual TSRF value 

for any array into the PowerClerk incentive application.  

 

8. Submit the shade report as an attachment to the incentive application in PowerClerk. 

 

http://www.aurorasolar.com/
https://aurorasolarinc.acuityscheduling.com/schedule.php?appointmentType=2007022
https://help.aurorasolar.com/hc/en-us/sections/205794948-2D-and-3D-Modeling
https://help.aurorasolar.com/hc/en-us/articles/225954967-Shading-Analysis-using-LIDAR
https://help.aurorasolar.com/hc/en-us/sections/206052187-Aurora-Envision
https://help.aurorasolar.com/hc/en-us/articles/226069088-How-to-Generate-Bankable-Shade-Reports
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1) Annual Irradiance: Image should clearly indicate the project arrays, 
and be zoomed to the appropriate level so that the site design is clear 
but surrounding shading is also shown.  

2) Total Solar Resource Fraction (TSRF): The annual TSRF for each individual array 
should be 80 percent or greater. The TSRF for each array or the single lowest annual TSRF 
value for the whole system should be entered into PowerClerk. 

3) Tilt & Azimuth: The tilt and azimuth for each array should match the tilt 

and azimuth entered into the incentive application in PowerClerk. 
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4) Zoomed out satellite view should be centered on the 
project site and zoomed out just far enough to make visible 
all trees and other shading obstructions. All potential 
obstructions (trees, houses, etc.) should be modeled.  

5) Site 3D Model should be zoomed out just far enough 
to show the modeled obstructions without losing detail. 
An orientation that is looking down from roughly 45 
degrees and from the South is generally recommended. 

6) LIDAR imaging must be available at the site and used to develop the 3D Model. The LIDAR image should be 
appropriately zoomed to include all potential obstructions, while remaining close enough to verify that trees and buildings 
are modeled at the correct heights/sizes. An orientation from the South and roughly 45 degrees is recommended, however 
this should be adjusted to give the best view of any specific site. 
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7) Street view should be aimed at the project site to provide the best visibility of surrounding obstructions. 
The 3D model below should be oriented to match the street view image as closely as possible.  
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